No increased cerebrovascular involvement in adult beta-thalassemia by advanced MRI analyses.
Beta-thalassemia-related anemia and chronic hypercoagulative state are supposed to cause cumulative cerebrovascular damage with consequent parenchymal/vascular changes and functional impairment. However, recent conventional MRI/MR-angiography investigations failed to show an increased cerebrovascular involvement in beta-thalassemia patients managed according to current treatment guidelines, in spite of significantly decreased full-scale IQ scores. We therefore investigated those patients and controls by means of advanced quantitative MRI analyses (based on magnetization transfer and diffusion tensor imaging) searching for signs of possible cerebrovascular injuries undetected by conventional MRI/MR-angiography. The 3 T-MRI study protocol included diffusion tensor imaging and 3D-multi-echo FLASH sequences for magnetization transfer analysis. Whole-brain voxel-based analyses showed that magnetization transfer, fractional anisotropy, and mean, radial and axial diffusivity do not differ between healthy controls and beta-thalassemia patients (considered as a whole group or as distinct transfusion dependent and non-transfusion dependent subgroups). No correlation emerged between all the considered MRI metrics and cognitive findings (full-scale IQ) or the main clinical and laboratory data. According to our findings, adult neurologically-asymptomatic beta-thalassemia patients (regardless of clinical severity) do not seem to present an increased disease-related cerebrovascular vulnerability compared to healthy controls downsizing the need of regular brain MRI monitoring, at least when the current treatment guidelines are followed.